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I n t ro d u c t i o n
In this unit, students complete activities that
involve them in conducting investigations
similar to those that a botanist may carry 
out during their experiments and research,
leading to an interest in the life of Nancy
Burbidge (1912-1977).

B a c k g ro u n d
Nancy Burbidge was one of Australia's
foremost botanists.

Botany – the study of plants. It is subdivided
into a number of specialized studies, such as
the identification and classification of plants
(taxonomy), their external formation (plant
morphology), their internal arrangement
(plant anatomy), their microscopic
examination (plant histology), their function
and life history (plant physiology), and their
distribution over the Earth’s surface in
relation to their surroundings (plant ecology).
Horticulture, agriculture and forestry are
branches of botany.

Investigation One
E x amine and draw a plant

You will need
Examples of different plants – 

do not damage living plants, 
use examples in pot plants

Paper
Pencils etc

Students are to label all the parts (leaves,
trunk, roots etc) and describe the function 
of each of the parts.

Students are also to describe how the plant
works as a system. For example, the roots
absorb water and nutrients, which are
transported by capillary action through the
trunk and stems to the leaves.

Students will need to have had prior learning
opportunities in regard to the structure and
function of plants.

How do ecosystems work?
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Investigation Tw o
E x amine a plant under a
mic roscope

You will need
Parts of plants
Microscope (optical, Intel microscope, 

videoflex etc)
Paper
Pencils

Students examine a magnified section of a
plant. They draw and describe what they see.
Encourage students to focus on the structure
and function of the parts of the plant – e.g.
veins in the leaves.

Draw and describe what you see.

Draw Describe

An inexpensive way to capture magnified images
is to use a computer camera (those you use for
videoconferencing) attached to the viewing lens
of the microscope. This allows for the images to
be captured on the computer and used in
presentations etc.

Investigation Thre e
I nve s tigate photos y nthe s is

You will need
Access to the Internet
Paper and materials for making a poster

Visit the following websites and collect
information to complete an information
poster on photosynthesis:

http://photoscience.la.asu.edu/photosyn/educ
ation/colorchange.html

http://www.pbs.org/ktca/newtons/9/phytosy.
html#photosynthesis

Students use the Internet (and other sources
as are available) to make a poster detailing
what photosynthesis is.

PHOTOSYNTHESIS
• Definition of photosynthesis
• Why photosynthesis is important to plants
• What parts of the plant are involved
• A picture showing all the factors that are

involved in photosynthesis
• What products are made or changed

during photosynthesis
• A diagram with labels, arrows etc

describing the photosynthesis process
• Five things you have learnt about

photosynthesis

Students may present their information in
ways other than a poster:
• PowerPoint presentation
• MS Publisher
• MS Word
• Booklet
• Pamphlet

Investigation Four
Conduct a plant su rvey 
of a local area 
(schoolyard, own garden, park etc) 

You will need
Area with a variety of plants – 

park, garden, school grounds
Tally sheet and pencil
Spreadsheet software (MS Excel)

Identify the different plants that are found 
in the area. 

Keep a tally of the number of each plant. 

Use graphing software (MS Excel) to display
your findings.

Students conduct a survey of an area and
identify the plants that are found there and
tally the plants.

The tally is used to construct a graph using
spreadsheet/graphing software.

Where access to software is not available,
teachers can have students draw their own
graph. Encourage students to be creative with
their graph design.
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Nancy Burbidge was a pioneer of Australian botany. She was
born in Yo rk s h i re, England, in 1912, and came to Au s t r a l i a

with her parents as a young child. 

A turning point in her career came when she was appointed to the new position
of systematic botanist in the CSIRO Division of Plant In d u s t ry in 1946. Ap a rt fro m

organising and extending the herbarium collections and providing an identification service for
colleagues in the CSIRO, she initiated what was to be a continuing feature of her care e r, the
p rovision of assistance to all Australian plant taxonomists, where ver located. This was done
mainly through her work for the Systematic Botany Committee of the Australian and New
Zealand Association for the Ad vancement of Science, and as liaison officer at Kew in the early
1 9 5 0 s .

Later in her career Dr Burbidge became increasingly invo l ved in the preparation of a new
Flora of Australia, a project of keen interest to her ever since it was first mooted many ye a r s
b e f o re. Nancy Burbidge was the obvious scientific leader for this project and in 1973 she was
re l i e ved of her responsibilities as Curator of Herbarium Australiense to enable her to work full
time on it.

Dr Burbidge was generous in sharing her time and abilities in the interests of science,
c o n s e rvation, education and international friendship. It is fitting that she is commemorated
in the Australian National Botanic Ga rdens where children and adults may gain a better
understanding and appreciation of the Australian natural environment and native flora.

S o u rce: Adapted from the Australian National Botanic Gardens website http://www. a n b g . g o v. a u / b i o g r a p h y / b u r b i d g e . b i o g r a p h y. h t m l
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Investigation Five
Bu ild an ecos ys te m

Use a plastic bottle as the container for your
ecosystem.

Your ecosystem should be sealed – that is no
water, air, nutrients, animals or plants will be
added once you are ready to begin.

Examine and describe the ecosystem that
your plant is part of.

Describe how the ecosystem works.

Answer these questions:
What do you predict will happen in the
terrarium?
Will the plant(s) be able to survive in this
environment?

You will need
Plastic soft drink bottles
Soil / potting mix
Small plants (seedlings)

Ground mulch – which includes 
small organisms

Storage area

Students make their own terrarium using a
soft drink bottle.

Cut the top off the bottle. NB:This can be
dangerous – do not allow students to do this.

In the bottom of the bottle construct a mini-
garden (ecosystem)

For the ecosystem to be successful, the soil
used must contain small creatures and micro-
organisms. It is best to include some soil from
a garden.

Add a little water. Put the top back on and
seal the container. The ecosystem should now
be self-sustaining.

Leave the terrariums out where students can
observe them.

How do ecosystems work?
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Investigation Six
Investigate the factors that affect the growth
of a plant – grow different plants and control
the variables.

Choose a quick growing plant – wheat, grass,
peas etc.

Set up the plant containers so that each is the
same – same size container, amount of soil,
number of seeds.

Determine what factor you will investigate –
e.g. water, sunlight, warmth etc. Label the
containers.

Conduct your experiment. Be sure you have
one container that is the control – it gets the
same amount of water, sunlight and warmth
all the time.

The other containers may:
• Receive no water
• Receive more water
• Be grown in full sun
• Be grown in the dark
• Be grown in a warm dark environment
• Be grown in a warm cold environment

(the fridge).

Each container only has one difference. 
You can experiment later by controlling two
or more factors at a time.

Record the growth of the plants. Use accurate
measurements and descriptions. You could
also record the growth using digital camera
images.

Write a summary of your findings and
hypothesise as to the best conditions for 
plant growth.

You will need
Seeds – grass, wheat, peas, beans etc 

(those that germinate quickly)
Containers
Soil ( or substitute such as 

cotton wool etc )
Water

Students plant seeds and monitor their
growth.

They are investigating the factors that affect
plant growth – water, sunlight, warmth etc.

Students determine one variable that they
will investigate. They design an experiment to
study the effect. For example – students have
two containers, both exactly the same (it is
important students are aware that there must
be only one variable in their experiment).
One is kept in sunlight, one is kept out of the
sunlight – in the cupboard. Both are give the
same amounts of water etc.

Students observe and record the growth of
the plants. After a suitable period of time
they are able to draw conclusions over the
effect of sunlight on the growth of the plants.

It is a good idea to let seeds germinate where
students can see them. Placing seeds on
cotton wool on flat dishes allows students to
observe their germination.

How do ecosystems work?
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Other activities:

Wordsearch Students create a wordsearch of the plant words they have used.

Crossword Students use their understanding of the words that relate to plants to
create a crossword.

Plant search Collect a range of leaves from different plants. Laminate them (be
careful), or photocopy them. Students then try to find the plants the
leaves came from.

Plant concentration Use plant samples (leaves) and definitions to play a matching game.

Botanical glossary Make a glossary of the botanical words that have been used/introduced
through the activities.

Botanical specimens Make a specimen collection on the plants that have been introduced.
Specimens can be dried and attached to a description, or laminated (be
careful).

Flower pressing Specimens of plants, especially flowers can be pressed and kept. Presses
can be bought from toy or craft shops, or simple presses can be made.

Different regions, Compare the physical characteristics of plants in alpine and desert
different plants environments. Look at water storage, insulation, leaf structure etc. 

Make suggestions as to why there are differences. Are there any 
similarities?

Storing Starch Students conduct starch tests, using iodine, on a variety of plant
materials including leaves, flowers, roots, seeds, bulbs and tubers to
investigate where plants make and store their food as starch. They record
their results in a log book.

Transport in Plants Students investigate the systems which transport water, minerals and
nutrients in plants by placing celery stalks in coloured ink. They hand
draw or use a graphics package to produce labelled diagrams of their
observations.

The last three activities are taken from the Sample Science Program, Department of Education,
Employment and Training, Victoria, 2000
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Review Activit ies

WORDSEARCH

Find these words about Nancy Burbidge

BURBIDGE SCIENTIFIC GRASSES PLANTED
ORDER DOCTOR ACT HERBARIUM
FRIENDSHIP BOTANY ENVIRONMENT SERVICE
STORY IDENTIFY POSITION CURATOR

WORD MATCH

Match the following words with their meanings:

WORDS MEANINGS
BOTANY groups
HERBARIUM preservation
GENERA working with the laws of grouping and classifying
TAXONOMIST remember someone
PHYTOGEOGRAPHY person in charge, keeper
FLORA collection of dried plants
CURATOR study of plants
CONSERVATION description of plants
COMMEMORATED plants of a particular region or area

F B U R B I D G E

R A C T O C S R N

I P D O T U C A V

E L O R A R I S I

N A C D N A E S R

D N T E Y T N E O

S T O R Y O T S N

H E R B A R I U M

I D E N T I F Y E

P P O S I T I O N

N S E R V I C E T
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